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I buy sega game gear for fashion. I want to add an a/v input without using a TV tuner. Is it possible? I can't find it anywhere on the internet, but I found a pinout and it seems possible. I know I could connect audio to pins 44 and 45. Would it work if I connected the video to pin 43? Any help will be grateful. Thanks in an early time. 1 +34(V)
liquid drive 24 MREQ memory request 2 +5(V) +5(V) 25 Address A10/TPR2 3 /WR recording signal 26 /RD signal reading 4 Address A12 27 /EXM 2 0~7FFFH 5 A7/CL1B3 address 28 A15 Address 6 Address A6/CL1A2 29 Address A11 7 Address A5/CL1B2 30 Address A9/TPR1 8 Address A4/CL1A1 31 Address A8/CLIA3 9 Address
A3/CL1B1 32 Address A13 10 Address A2/DW 33 Address A14 11 Address A1/DO3 34 /EXM1 8000~BFFFH 12 A0/DO1 Address 35+5v +5 Volts 13 Data D0/DB 36 /M1 Cycle M1 14 D1/P3 Data 37 Request IORQ I/O 15 D2/P2 Data 3 Update /RFSH 16 GND D Ground 39 /RESET Reset 17 GND A Grounding 40 CCLK Clock 18 GND D
Grounding 41 GND Earth 19 D3/P4 Data 42 /GG MS/GG 20 D4/P1 Data 43 /TV Cart 21 D5/CL2 Data 44 TVSNDR VR Right Audio 22 D6/DO2 data 45 TVSNDL TV Left Audio 23 D7/DO4 data Dating games are in the league all on their own. There are various mechanics that range from visual novel to puzzle and down to adventure and
even gacha. Despite this, at its core, they are simulators. It's one of the few genres where content matters little more than mechanics. Each good dating simulator allows you to choose and trial suitor to be your significant other. There are different games in the genre, but most of them are actually pretty bad. Most are free to play with
aggressive micro-transaction strategies and obscene energy constraints. However, there are several that stand out from the packaging. Here are the best dating simulators for Android.Mystic MessengerObey MeThe Sims MobileYearning: Gay HistoryEmulatorsRead more:10 the best dating apps for Android10 best life simulators for
AndroidThe ArcanaPrice: Free to playAcana is a fairly standard dating simulator with some visual elements of the novel. The game contains 21 episodes of the storyline, various collectibles, and a decent number of people before romance. There is also an above average soundtrack, surprisingly decent game art, and you can earn
currency in the game by viewing advertising rather than buying it. It's LGBT friendly, so you can romance whoever you want, the game doesn't judge or care. It's free to play the game, but it's easily one of the best in the genre for just about anyone. Amnesia: MemoriesPrice: Free/$2.99/$22.99Amnesia: Memories is another dating
simulator with visual elements of the novel. The room was quite big and comfortable. All the characters have the voice of actors, the stories are decent, and the art style is pretty good. This is one otome so it's mainly for women. All your dating men's choices so proceed with that knowledge in mind. It plays like most dating syms and visual
novels, so there are no there and it's pretty easy to play. The base game is free. You are you pay for individual episodes for $2.99 as in-app purchases or get all of them for $22.99 in a separate premium version (Google Play link). Genius Inc Dating GamePrice: Free PlayGenius Inc is a developer on Google Play with a bunch of dating
simulators. Some of the most popular options include the Yaoi Beast Boys, Mythical Hearts, and Twilight School. Most of their games have identical mechanics and user interface elements, but with different styles between games, so we've included them all in one entry on that list. You play through history, romance the characters you
want, make decisions that affect the outcome of the game, and generally just enjoy yourself. The stories are surprisingly decent. We particularly like the trio Attack of the Dead, the Mall of the Dead and the University of the Dead. Most are free to play otome (for women) titles, so there are no upfront costs. We have a developer page tied
behind a button so you can see their expensive collection. Mr Love: Choosing a QueenPrice: Free to PlayMy Love: The Queen's Choice is a solid generic dating simulator. It has a storyline with four options for your love interest. Sure, it's a small number, but the game has a little more of a visual novel and a little less dating sim than most
of its competitors. This means there is a greater emphasis on history rather than dating sim parts of it. However, it's a fun little visual novel and dating sim hybrid with simple controls and a good interface. The only drawback is that you can only progress so far in a game session without spending real money, but otherwise it's pretty
relaxing. My Girlfriend SeriesPrice: Free to play My Girlfriend Series is technically Genius. However, another entry is mostly otome (targeted at women), while they are obviously aimed at men. Most games have identical mechanics and controls, so you can choose the one you think you'll like the most. The only difference among them is
history. These titles are a visual novel and dating sim hybirds. That means fewer options, but a more in-depth story. Free play elements are a little more aggressive in these titles than otome ones, but most people don't seem to mind. You can earn in-game currency through mini-games and other things if you like. More Games for Android
here:15 Best simulation games for Android15 the best free android games ever! Price: Free to playMystic Messenger is a dating sim with a text game twist. The protagonist finds and downloads the Mystic Messenger app and embarks on a journey to find the guy. The story is a little smaller compared to most on the list, but the mechanics
are simple and micro-transactions are kept to a minimum. The only real grip is that you can't set up the protagonist to look like you so he breaks the dive a little bit. Otherwise, it is a solid entrant in the genre. Obey MePrice: Free Me is one of the most popular dating simulators on Android. This one actually has quite a lot of mechanics.
There are different different to complete, seven dudes to choose from, and even a card duel mechanic. The duel card part is a bit hard once you get to higher levels, but the game is friendly enough with a decent enough story to keep you going until you grind it out. Developers have obviously invested a lot in this, and even the developer's
responses on Google Play are playful and stupid. The room was quite big and comfortable. The Sims MobilePrice: Free sims play is one of the most popular life simulators ever and the mobile game is pretty popular as well. You live the life of the fake person you create, and that includes all aspects of this life, including dating. It's a life
simulator more than a dating sim, but many of the same things are minus the story. There are also many quests and other things to keep players involved. It's a bit micro-transactions, but otherwise it's pretty fun. Some people prefer The Sims FreePlay (Google Play link) over this. You can get away with the one you like the most.
Aspiration: Gay StoryPrice: FreeYearning: Gay Story (YAGS in short) is a mixture between dating sim and a piece of game life. You play the protagonist in his first year of college. You decide to leave the closet, to whom and when. There is a cast of characters and you can romance with four of them. In addition, there is a ton of dialogue
(more than 230,000 rows), collectibles to receive, and many others. It's definitely a diamond in a rough pick for a list like this, but you don't see many dating syms like this. EmulatorsPrice: Free/VariesDating simulators are on a bunch of different consoles and the genre has evolved over time. You can play old games in the genre with
emulators. We recommend nintendo DS one first and we have a DraStic DS emulator tied on the button below. We have a list of the best emulators for different systems here as well. Basically, you can watch dating updates on older systems, get ROM (legally, of course), and play. Old console games benefit from not having micro-
transactions, so you get everything without paying extra, and some classics are actually pretty good. Thanks for reading! Try them too:10 best text games for Android10 best visual new games for AndroidHow we missed any great Android dating games or dating simulators, tell us about them in the comments. You can also click here to
check out our latest Android app and game lists. Lists.
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